Morpho Plugin - Enhanced Dataset Upload and Merging

**Description**

Morpho Plugin for Field Data-Collection Admin:

2) dataset merging and Upload

b) future development:

(see bug 2021#) Allow more sophisticated browsing (and poss Morpho search function?) to choose datasets for merge - browser would show metadata in listings, like morpho search results currently do (title, keywords, owner etc). User can select multiple datasets and then hit merge button

**Related issues:**

Blocked by Jalama - Bug #2026: MORPHO PLUGIN Tracking Bug - Field Data-Colle... Resolved 03/11/2005

**History**

#1 - 08/26/2005 11:38 AM - Matthew Brooke

end of grant cleanup. Postponing

#2 - 03/27/2013 02:18 PM - Redmine Admin

Original Bugzilla ID was 2022